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From: Ellaine Hislop
To: Susan Bennett; Mark Glyde; Giselle Hosgood
Subject: Hill"s Speaker
Date: 20 April 2012 12:32:48
Attachments: image001.jpg


Hi
 
Hill’s have offered to pay for a distinguished speaker (sorry no details yet, just that description)
to give students a block of lectures, and / or as development for clinical staff. 
 
Would this be of value?  Can they be used to cover something anything in the curriculum?
 
Let me know if you have any ideas.
 
Kind regards
 
Ellaine Hislop
Executive Officer
Murdoch University Veterinary Trust
( +61 8 9360 2699 | Mobile +61 (0)421 155 612 |


8  e.hislop@murdoch.edu.au | * South St, Murdoch, WA 6150 |


 
cid:image001.jpg@01C9903A.B1AAE640
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From: Murdoch Veterinary Students Association
To: Ellaine Hislop
Subject: MVSA proposal
Date: 25 September 2012 09:22:10
Attachments: mvsa.doc


hi ellaine, 
i know it's late, probably too late. However, I have attached the proposal for the MVSA rejuvenation
fund. 


if Hill's is out as a potential sponsor, I'd really like your help to find one, or several, to get this off
the ground and it will massively improve student life here at murdoch. 


i'm sure it needs your special touch to edit and make it sound like an actual proposal. let me know
what it needs


thanks!


-----
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The MVSA reorganization.


Aim: to improve student life within Murdoch Veterinary School by reinvigorating the Murdoch Veterinary Students’ Association (MVSA) and reorganizing student interest groups (SIGs)



Background:



The Murdoch Veterinary Students’ Association (MVSA) is a student-run group that performs a variety of duties within the veterinary school. We are responsible for clothing orders (overalls, scrubs) and ordering stethoscopes. We host various “stress relieving” social events where students can take a break from studying and enjoy the company of their classmates and meet students from other year groups. An example is the recent “Winter Dinner” where 130 students danced the night away at the Burswood convention centre. We also provide a direct voice to the Dean of the Veterinary School as we hold meetings with him to discuss student-related issues.



However, as the years have pressed on, the MVSA’s presence has shrunken and membership is at an all time low. The current executive committee believes over the past several years the MVSA has focused too much on social events while letting other duties fall to the wayside. In addition, MVSA membership does not offer much in the way of saving money unless a member goes only to social events.



For example:



Many students see the MVSA as a “big party” and nothing more. A large portion of “mature age” students do no join because of this reason.



People do not see the value in becoming a member. This year’s clothing order offered a two dollar discount on all items. A vest for MVSA members was $78 while for non-members it was $80. 



Several students, and some academic staff, have no idea overalls, a required clothing item for practical classes and clinical rotations, are supplied by the MVSA.



A stethoscope order is placed by the MVSA every year; however, many students order stethoscopes online because of a reduced cost only to find out later they are of inferior quality.  



The above reasons, we believe, are a large part why the student body has lost confidence with the MVSA. As confidence falls, so does membership. This only serves to decrease our funds and cancel various events. We’ve had to cancel two events this year due to low attendance, and we may need to cancel another next year due to insufficient funds. We realise this is the direct result of our efforts (or lack thereof) over the years; however, we want to grow into a much more professional organisation. 



Murdoch Veterinary School SIGs


There are 11 “Student Interest Groups” (SIGs) within Murdoch which act as separate entities from the MVSA. Each has its’ own area of interest (Surgery, Business, Cattle, Horses, Dogs, Welfare, Pigs, Wildlife, Exotics, Public Health, and a student-run newspaper), complete with a board that manages events/funding/etc.  The number of SIGs has doubled over the past three years which, and have provided numerous opportunities for students to learn outside of the classroom.



Examples:



Bovine Interest Group (BIG) holds a yearly “Rural Practice Weekend” where a group of students listen to lectures and perform various wetlabs (e.g. enucleation surgery on cadavers) over the course of a weekend. 



Murdoch Association of Veterinary Surgery (MAVS) holds regular suturing workshops to give first and second-year students a chance to practice basic surgical skills (on foam and pig’s feet) and invites speakers to give talks over the course of the year.



Equine Interest Group (EIG) provides many hands-on labs (Lameness workshops, hoof care workshops, etc.) and gives students opportunities to practice vetting at local equestrian events. 



Murdoch University Wildlife Association (MUWA) holds a wildlife necropsy lab yearly in addition to providing various talks and wildlife handling labs.



The Murdoch Moospaper (the Moos) while not a true “interest group,” the Moos gives students a public voice within the school, in addition to providing informative material and various wisecracks.



Veterinary Business Management Association (VBMA) holds a careers night and a two-day long course (given by various veterinarians) with insights on running a successful veterinary practice.



The newest groups, MACE (Murdoch Association of Companion Exotics), DIG (Dog Interest Group), and MAVPH (Murdoch Association of Veterinary Public Health), while not as large as the above, have already begun hosting talks and are working towards hosting wetlabs.



In addition, the SIGs each have a board which teaches students how to work together to achieve large goals (hosting an entire weekend based on cattle medicine and surgery is no small task!)



Unfortunately as the number of SIGs grows the landscape becomes more complex. SIGs are now competing for space for lectures/workshops and for funding. Last year it was attempted to bring the SIGs together, with the help of Facebook, to try and organize events around each other. Without a unifying voice this did not last long, and the SIGs now resort to taking the first available time slots and rooms without consulting any other group. It should also be noted that funding is scarce and certain smaller SIGs (such as Public Health) struggle to find support from any individual sponsors. New SIGs have asked the MVSA for support; however we cannot provide any funding at this time.



Goal 1: Increase the size of the MVSA


A new structure has been outlined for MVSA. In the past a small executive committee and a social committee ran events. The current number is too small and we plan to increase our ranks to spread workload and decrease stress within the group. Defined roles for all new positions are currently being written for next year’s group. In addition many MVSA roles are selected by a popularity contest and not by merit. Interviews will begin this year for entry into next year’s MVSA to ensure the right people take the job. 



The above is a fairly simple task and should occur without any delays. However, reorganizing the SIGs will take much more work. 



Goal 2: Reorganize the SIGs place them within the MVSA


To combat it’s problems, the MVSA must change it’s image and grow into a larger, more professional organization. We will continue to support networking events, and “stress-relieving” events (Winter Dinner, Vet Revue, Sundowners, etc.); however, we want to become the voice of the Murdoch Students once again. In order for this to occur, we have decided to restructure the MVSA into a larger, more dynamic group. 



We believe the best way to achieve this goal is to involve the SIGs and make them a part of the MVSA. The SIGs will provide a more varied voice on how the MVSA is managed as the boards of the respective SIGs will hold a place on the board of the MVSA. They will also be invited to regular meetings with the Dean to discuss issues within the school. 



With the SIGs part of the MVSA, a proper “social calendar” will be established, and clashes between events will be minimized or reduced altogether. The Moos will become a fortnightly electronic bulletin with the social calendar and new items such as student profiles to create a closer community within the student body. The MVSA has a physical office within the school and will allow the SIGs to use the office to store equipment and to sell tickets to events, apparel, etc. which will make running a SIG easier. 



The MVSA is willing to immediately offer the SIGs a place on the board. We are in talks with the Dean of the Veterinary School to offer academic recognition to all SIG board members. However, as part of our plan to grow into a successful, respected professional organization we also feel the need to support the SIGs in another way- monetarily. 



As funding sources are scarce, we would like to fund the SIGs through the MVSA. However, certain SIGs (BIG and VMBA) have a budget of nearly $2,000 per year, and in it’s current state the MVSA cannot support such endeavors. 



To fund the current SIGs (based on approximations from a representative from each group) we would need at least $12,000. The SIGs would apply for funding via a “grant application” within the MVSA. We would review the application and examine the groups’ status and events (yearly budget, past years’ memberships, total events held, number of students at each event, future goals, etc.) and then award an amount. We hope to provide all SIGs with at least $500/year (the large SIGs could apply for more funding). The money would pay for events (food, gifts for speakers) and subsidize clothing orders. 



This is why we need assistance. We believe, if we can convince nearly every member of the student body to become an MVSA member, we could support the SIGs and also provide greatly subsidized prices for required items/clothing (stethoscopes, scrubs, overalls, etc.). However, in our current state, and lack of confidence from the student body, we will not be able to achieve this goal as membership is not high enough.



We invite Hill’s Pet Nutrition to become the major sponsor of the Murdoch Veterinary Students Association with a contribution of $12,000 to act as  start-up funds to rejuvenate the MVSA and support the entire veterinary student body. 


We feel Hill’s is an excellent sponsor for the MVSA as it has a long history of supporting veterinary students and has demonstrated commitment to the veterinary profession.



We realize these are difficult financial times; however, your support would help every student within Murdoch. And for your help, we would place your logo on all MVSA communications and events, and on all SIG events. The name Hill’s would be synonymous with the vet school and the MVSA. And your support would be appreciated by every single student at Murdoch for years to come.















From: Kelly Hall
To: Ellaine Hislop
Subject: MOVE - sponsorship proposal 2013
Date: 29 October 2012 16:41:52
Attachments: Sponsorship Proposal 2013.docx


Hi Ellaine,
 
Please find attached the sponsorship proposal for a co-sponsor for MOVE for 2012.
 
I think we should firstly offer it to  again, as we did last
year, given that they have previously sponsored MOVE. They were interested in it this year but
the amount we asked for was too much for them (we asked for $15K which was actually lower
than what they sponsored previously, but obviously a huge amount of money!) They did sponsor
our recent ophthalmology course and their WA rep, , did say they’d be interested in
hearing about other sponsorship opportunities for next year. I’d suggest sending the proposal to
both and , since  is local she will be easier to get hold of and follow up with,
but  will probably be the one making the final decision.
 
If  aren’t interested, other companies that are not in direct competition with
Hill’s (as are pharmaceutical or wholesalers) to approach could include:


         


         


         


         


         


         


         


 
Please note the proposal attached assumes that the Hill’s agreement goes ahead with Hill’s
being the first co-sponsor at $5K, and the second co-sponsor also contributes $5K = $10K total
sponsorship for MOVE.
 
If Hill’s ends up not going ahead with MOVE, we could still seek 2 co-sponsors (in which case one
of the above pharmaceutical companies would be best combined with another pet food
company such as Royal Canin or Advance, or a wholesaler could be combined with either) or a
single sponsor. If approaching a single sponsor, the proposal can be modified to give them the
option of presenting 2 lectures, or a 5 minute intro at 10 of the lectures (instead of presenting 1
lecture, or a 5 min intro at 5 lectures as is for co-sponsorship) and sponsorship amount
increased to $10K.
 
Cheers,
 
Kelly
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Online Continuing Veterinary Education





Company name





November 2012




















	

















Executive Summary:





Murdoch University has a track record of excellence in providing continuing education to regional Western Australia for almost ten years. In recent years this distance has been expanded to other parts of Australia and Asia, including Singapore and Hong Kong.





We invite company to support online continuing veterinary education across Australia and Asia with a contribution of $5,000 plus GST





We are pleased to provide you with the following benefits as a part of your sponsorship:


· Opportunities for company representative to present relevant educational material to veterinarians.


· One opportunity for a company veterinarian to present on a mutually agreed small animal topic at one of the ten sessions, or


· A five minute introduction at the beginning of any five of the sessions.


Technical support will be provided.


· Acknowledgment on promotional material issued from the date of sponsorship including advertising flyers, application forms and website.


· Verbal acknowledgement of sponsorship at the beginning of each presentation.


· Company logo on the screen during each presentation.


· Inclusion of the company sales representatives on the email distribution list for online sessions.


· If desired company may provide a one page information sheet regarding a product of their choice or other relevant information to be supplied to Murdoch in advance for inclusion and distribution with the Murdoch presenter’s notes prior to the nominated session(s). 


· Exclusive “block booking” rate available for company.


· A demonstration of the on line classroom concept to company representatives at a mutually convenient time and place.


· Written acknowledgement of sponsorship in the Veterinary Trust Annual report and other publications as appropriate.























  















Value of Online Education:





Murdoch University has an established distance education program which has been serving regional Australia since 2004. In 2008, Murdoch moved from a teleconference format to the delivery of an internet-based presentation which expanded our capabilities to provide quality distance education anywhere in the world.  





Our current platform supports highly interactive online learning with:


· Powerpoint display


· Live video and audio feed


· Online chat/discussion


· Real-time quizzes and polls


· “Markable” documents to allow presenter to draw/customise slides


· Presentations archived for future reference





Although originally designed to serve regional Australia, online education sessions are attractive to veterinarians for a variety of reasons:


1) Can be done at the clinic, at home or while travelling


2) Regular relevant updates for continuing education


3) Includes a greater variety of speakers and participants — country areas, across the nation and internationally


4) Archived presentations means veterinarians will not miss a thing when the out-of-hours call comes in as they are able to return to important information.



























































Murdoch Online Veterinary Education:





Murdoch Online Veterinary Education (MOVE) live classroom in 2013 will be a series of ten small animal and two equine lectures for veterinarians, each of approximately 1 to 1.5 hours duration, delivered via the internet. The live online sessions will be offered at 6:30pm, Perth time. The tentative dates, speakers and topics for 2013 are as follows:





			Date


			Speaker


			Topic





			


			


			





			


			


			





			05/02/13


			Dr Shona Reese


			Diagnostic imaging topic





			12/03/13


			TBA


			TBA





			09/04/13


			Dr Jenny Mills


			Tips and traps of cytology





			07/05/13


			Dr Anthea Raisis


			Anaesthesia topic





			11/06/13


			Dr Melissa Claus


			New vet guidelines for cardiopulmonary & cerebral resuscitation – the RECOVERY initiative





			09/07/13


			Dr Robert Shiel


			Weight gain and hypothyroidism





			06/08/13


			Dr Mark Glyde


			Fractures of the femur





			03/09/13


			Dr Sue Bennett


			Fever of unknown origin, immune-mediated polyarthropathies and glomerulopathies





			08/10/13


			TBA


			TBA





			05/11/13


			TBA


			TBA





			TBA


			Dr David Murphy


			Equine topic





			TBA


			Dr Rachael Smith


			Equine topic











In terms of timing, topics, level of presentation and cost, the primary markets for this course are Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong. However the sessions are available at a time which may be suitable for other large Asian markets such as China, Thailand, India, Korea and Japan.





The MOVE small animal sessions may be booked by veterinarians individually or as a package of 5 or 10 sessions. Subscription rates are $55 per session for one veterinarian. Rates are reduced if multiple veterinarians from the same practice register. The MOVE equine sessions are booked as a package with a subscription rate of $110; this rate is again reduced if multiple veterinarians from the same practice register. 





Current requirements to participate include:


· A Computer with minimum 


· Win 98 SE+, Mac OSX 10.2 + or Linux


· 128 MB Ram (256 MB recommended)


· Internet access (broadband not dialup or wireless)


· Soundcard with microphone and speakers


· (Desirable headset/microphone combo)


· Installation of software prior to session (testing and support provided)


· Ability to understand scientific English











Murdoch Online Veterinary Education Sponsorship Benefits:





We are seeking a co-sponsor for the full MOVE program. The value of co-sponsorship is $5,000 plus GST. Co-sponsorship of MOVE offers the sponsor the following benefits:


· Opportunities for company representative to present relevant educational material to veterinarians.


· One opportunity for a company veterinarian to present on a mutually agreed small animal topic at one of the ten sessions, or


· A five minute introduction at the beginning of any five of the sessions.


Technical support will be provided.


· Acknowledgment on promotional material issued from the date of sponsorship including advertising flyers, application forms and website.


· Verbal acknowledgement of sponsorship at the beginning of each presentation.


· Company logo on the screen during each presentation.


· Inclusion of the company sales representatives on the email distribution list for online sessions.


· If desired company may provide a one page information sheet regarding a product of their choice or other relevant information to be supplied to Murdoch in advance for inclusion and distribution with the Murdoch presenter’s notes prior to the nominated session(s). 


· Exclusive “block booking” rate available for company.


· A demonstration of the on line classroom concept to company representatives at a mutually convenient time and place.


· Written acknowledgement of sponsorship in the Veterinary Trust Annual report and other publications as appropriate.






















































































Block booking:





In addition to a direct co-sponsorship of the MOVE sessions, we are pleased to offer a “block booking” rate for company as part of the sponsorship arrangement.





· Company may pre-purchase up to 500 registrations at a rate of $20 plus GST per guest login per session for MOVE.


· A special company invitation to attend will be prepared by Murdoch to registered participants for the pre-purchased registrations and ensure the registration process and set-up information is conveyed to the attendee.


· Responsibility to distribute the invitations to participate will be with company representatives. 


· The company participation confirmations (including name and email address of each participant) must be received by Murdoch at least seven working days prior to an online session to allow time for user names and passwords to be generated and testing of connections. 





International participants may be included in the bulk-booking for either of these options however Murdoch will take no responsibility for recruiting participants and it should be noted that there may be limited local technical support in some countries. Technical support outside of Adelaide, Brisbane, Canberra, Darwin, Melbourne, Sydney, United States, United Kingdom, New Zealand, Hong Kong and Singapore will need to be arranged with the external provider.  Ideally bookings for participants outside of Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong must be completed ten working days prior to allow time for proper international testing and support.












Conclusion:  





Murdoch University has a genuine commitment to promoting international excellence in veterinary science.  By sponsoring this program of support for online continuing veterinary education, company helps practicing veterinarians advance their skills, offer profitable services to their clients, and provide the best veterinary care available to their clients. As veterinarians gain confidence in these diagnosis and treatment of relevant conditions, company can showcase its products’ strengths to customers interested in investing in improving this area.





Thank you for taking the time to consider this opportunity and we look forward to working with company on this exciting initiative. Please do not hesitate to contact Ellaine Hislop for further information on this opportunity. 








Ellaine Hislop


Development Officer


Murdoch University Veterinary Trust


Telephone: 08 9360 2699	


E-mail: E.Hislop@murdoch.edu.au 





Dr Kelly Hall


Academic Director


Office of Continuing Education


Telephone: 08 9360 2104	


E-mail: K.Hall@murdoch.edu.au 
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Murdoch Contract 2012 to 2015 


Broad areas of support 


1. Engagement with students 


  


  


  


   


  


  


  


  


  


  


  


   


2. Feeding Programmes 


  


  


  


3. Engagement with the veterinary profession 


  


   


  


4. Clinical resources 
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TAX INVOICE  


 


 


 


 
Royal Canin Australia Invoice No:  ? 


 Date: 22 June 2012           
 Debtor:   ROYAL2317            


 
 
ATTN:    


 


 


 
 
Description: 
 
Co-sponsorship of Emergency Medicine Course  
 
Two day course 
22nd and 23rd July 2012 
 
 
 Exclusive GST: $3,000.00 
 
 GST:     $300.00 
 
 Total Amount Due:              $3,300.00 
 
   
 
 
THIS ACCOUNT IS DUE 30 DAYS NETT 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 


Please detach and return with your remittance to:   Murdoch University Veterinary Trust 
  
Please make payable to Murdoch University Veterinary Trust  
OR   arrange Direct Deposit  
Quote Ref No:  67466 V-SPNPCVE 
Account Name: Murdoch University  
Branch: ANZ Booragoon, Western Australia. 
BSB: 016-267 
Account: 8370 38588 


 
 
ROYAL2317            Invoice No: ?          
Royal Canin Australia Date:  22 June 2012 
 Amount:              $3,300.00   
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From: Kelly Hall
To: Ellaine Hislop
Subject: Perth Surgery Series - sponsorship proposal 2013
Date: 29 October 2012 16:35:29
Attachments: Perth Surgery Series Sponsorship Proposal for 2013.docx


Hi Ellaine,
 
Please find attached the sponsorship proposal for the Perth Surgery Series 2013.
 
It would be great if we could offer this to Hill’s first since they are interested and sponsored this
year’s program. They have previously given us $1K per session = $4K total for the series of 4
sessions. I’ve noted in the proposal that if a single sponsor wanted to sponsor the whole
program they could do so for $3.5K; however this is mainly just to attract new sponsors to cover
the full series if we struggle to get sponsorship. If Hill’s are keen to go ahead it would be
preferable if we could ask for the full $4K which is the same level of support they’ve given us
this year.
 
If Hill’s do not go ahead, other potential sponsors to approach include:


·         


·         


·         


·         


·         


·         


·         


·         Royal Canin
·         


 
Cheers,
 
Kelly
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			Office of Continuing Education &


Murdoch University Veterinary Trust


School of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences











			





			South Street


Murdoch WA 6150


Australia























ADDRESS











DATE





Dear [insert name] 





RE: Perth Surgery Series 2013 Sponsorship





We are pleased to invite [insert name] to assist the Office of Continuing Education and Small Animal Surgery department at Murdoch University continue a regular continuing education initiative, the Perth Surgery Series.





Event Details





In 2013 a series of four continuing education sessions focusing on small animal surgery will be held. These lectures will be clinically orientated, interactive, and at a level that is relevant to practitioners. The lectures will be presented by veterinarians from the Small Animal Surgery department at Murdoch University Veterinary Hospital, which is lead by Professor Giselle Hosgood (soft tissue/oncologic surgery) and Associate Professor Mark Glyde (orthopaedic/neurosurgery). The series will be facilitated by the Office of Continuing Education.





The audience will include practicing veterinarians from the greater Perth metropolitan area, Murdoch University staff and students. Each evening will be held at Murdoch University and will begin with light refreshments followed by the lecture. Lectures will last around one and a half hours, and will be followed by questions and any further discussion. Attendees will be charged a fee for each session.





In previous years these events have been very popular, with an average of 30 veterinarians attending each session. Additionally, a recent online survey performed by the Office of Continuing Education showed that almost one-third of veterinarians surveyed were interested in continuing education events focusing on small animal surgery for 2013.





The confirmed dates for the sessions are:


· Wednesday 27th February 2013


· Wednesday 15th May 2013


· Wednesday 21st August 2013


· Wednesday 20th November 2013





Topics and speakers for each Surgery Series lecture are currently being confirmed.


 


Partnership Opportunities and Acknowledgement





We are pleased to invite [insert name] to support the Perth Surgery Series in 2013 through a sponsorship arrangement.





Sponsorship benefits will include:


· Access in person to veterinarians interested in small animal surgery.


· Verbal acknowledgement of sponsorship at the beginning of each session.


· Opportunity for your company representative to mingle with attendees prior to the lecture.


· Opportunity to provide promotional material to attendees.


· Opportunity to do a short welcoming presentation (up to three minutes) at the beginning of lecture.


· A copy of the notes for the representative attending and/or a copy by email.


· Your logo on all promotional material including registration flyers and lecture notes.


· Acknowledgement on Sponsor page of Continuing Education website.





Sponsorship Investment





The sponsorship investment for each Surgery Series session in 2013 is $1,000 (plus GST). You are welcome to choose more than one session. Alternatively, all four sessions are available for a complete sponsorship package of $3,500 (plus GST).





We would welcome confirmation of participation in this package by [insert date].





Please do not hesitate to contact Ellaine Hislop on phone 9360 2699 or email e.hislop@murdoch.edu.au if you would like more information or to discuss this proposal further. We look forward to hearing from you.





Kind regards,











Dr Kelly Hall				Ellaine Hislop	


Academic Director			Executive Officer


Continuing Education			Veterinary Trust
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The MVSA reorganization. 
 
Aim: to improve student life within Murdoch Veterinary School by reinvigorating the 
Murdoch Veterinary Students’ Association (MVSA) and reorganizing student interest 
groups (SIGs) 
 
 
 
Background: 
The Murdoch Veterinary Students’ Association (MVSA) is a student-run group that 
performs a variety of duties within the veterinary school. We are responsible for clothing 
orders (overalls, scrubs) and ordering stethoscopes. We host various “stress relieving” 
social events where students can take a break from studying and enjoy the company of 
their classmates and meet students from other year groups. An example is the recent 
“Winter Dinner” where 130 students danced the night away at the Burswood convention 
centre. We also provide a direct voice to the Dean of the Veterinary School as we hold 
meetings with him to discuss student-related issues. 
 
However, as the years have pressed on, the MVSA’s presence has shrunken and 
membership is at an all time low. The current executive committee believes over the 
past several years the MVSA has focused too much on social events while letting other 
duties fall to the wayside. In addition, MVSA membership does not offer much in the 
way of saving money unless a member goes only to social events. 
 
For example: 
 
Many students see the MVSA as a “big party” and nothing more. A large portion of 
“mature age” students do no join because of this reason. 
 
People do not see the value in becoming a member. This year’s clothing order offered a 
two dollar discount on all items. A vest for MVSA members was $78 while for non-
members it was $80.  
 
Several students, and some academic staff, have no idea overalls, a required clothing 
item for practical classes and clinical rotations, are supplied by the MVSA. 
 
A stethoscope order is placed by the MVSA every year; however, many students order 
stethoscopes online because of a reduced cost only to find out later they are of inferior 
quality.   
 
 
 
The above reasons, we believe, are a large part why the student body has lost 
confidence with the MVSA. As confidence falls, so does membership. This only serves 
to decrease our funds and cancel various events. We’ve had to cancel two events this 
year due to low attendance, and we may need to cancel another next year due to 
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insufficient funds. We realise this is the direct result of our efforts (or lack thereof) over 
the years; however, we want to grow into a much more professional organisation.  
 
 
Murdoch Veterinary School SIGs 
 
There are 11 “Student Interest Groups” (SIGs) within Murdoch which act as separate 
entities from the MVSA. Each has its’ own area of interest (Surgery, Business, Cattle, 
Horses, Dogs, Welfare, Pigs, Wildlife, Exotics, Public Health, and a student-run 
newspaper), complete with a board that manages events/funding/etc.  The number of 
SIGs has doubled over the past three years which, and have provided numerous 
opportunities for students to learn outside of the classroom. 
 
Examples: 
 
Bovine Interest Group (BIG) holds a yearly “Rural Practice Weekend” where a group of 
students listen to lectures and perform various wetlabs (e.g. enucleation surgery on 
cadavers) over the course of a weekend.  
 
Murdoch Association of Veterinary Surgery (MAVS) holds regular suturing workshops to 
give first and second-year students a chance to practice basic surgical skills (on foam 
and pig’s feet) and invites speakers to give talks over the course of the year. 
 
Equine Interest Group (EIG) provides many hands-on labs (Lameness workshops, hoof 
care workshops, etc.) and gives students opportunities to practice vetting at local 
equestrian events.  
 
Murdoch University Wildlife Association (MUWA) holds a wildlife necropsy lab yearly in 
addition to providing various talks and wildlife handling labs. 
 
The Murdoch Moospaper (the Moos) while not a true “interest group,” the Moos gives 
students a public voice within the school, in addition to providing informative material 
and various wisecracks. 
 
Veterinary Business Management Association (VBMA) holds a careers night and a two-
day long course (given by various veterinarians) with insights on running a successful 
veterinary practice. 
 
The newest groups, MACE (Murdoch Association of Companion Exotics), DIG (Dog 
Interest Group), and MAVPH (Murdoch Association of Veterinary Public Health), while 
not as large as the above, have already begun hosting talks and are working towards 
hosting wetlabs. 
 
In addition, the SIGs each have a board which teaches students how to work together to 
achieve large goals (hosting an entire weekend based on cattle medicine and surgery is 
no small task!) 
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Unfortunately as the number of SIGs grows the landscape becomes more complex. 
SIGs are now competing for space for lectures/workshops and for funding. Last year it 
was attempted to bring the SIGs together, with the help of Facebook, to try and 
organize events around each other. Without a unifying voice this did not last long, and 
the SIGs now resort to taking the first available time slots and rooms without consulting 
any other group. It should also be noted that funding is scarce and certain smaller SIGs 
(such as Public Health) struggle to find support from any individual sponsors. New SIGs 
have asked the MVSA for support; however we cannot provide any funding at this time. 
 
 
Goal 1: Increase the size of the MVSA 
 
A new structure has been outlined for MVSA. In the past a small executive committee 
and a social committee ran events. The current number is too small and we plan to 
increase our ranks to spread workload and decrease stress within the group. Defined 
roles for all new positions are currently being written for next year’s group. In addition 
many MVSA roles are selected by a popularity contest and not by merit. Interviews will 
begin this year for entry into next year’s MVSA to ensure the right people take the job.  
 
The above is a fairly simple task and should occur without any delays. However, 
reorganizing the SIGs will take much more work.  
 
 
 
Goal 2: Reorganize the SIGs place them within the MVSA 
 
To combat it’s problems, the MVSA must change it’s image and grow into a larger, more 
professional organization. We will continue to support networking events, and “stress-
relieving” events (Winter Dinner, Vet Revue, Sundowners, etc.); however, we want to 
become the voice of the Murdoch Students once again. In order for this to occur, we 
have decided to restructure the MVSA into a larger, more dynamic group.  
 
We believe the best way to achieve this goal is to involve the SIGs and make them a 
part of the MVSA. The SIGs will provide a more varied voice on how the MVSA is 
managed as the boards of the respective SIGs will hold a place on the board of the 
MVSA. They will also be invited to regular meetings with the Dean to discuss issues 
within the school.  
 
With the SIGs part of the MVSA, a proper “social calendar” will be established, and 
clashes between events will be minimized or reduced altogether. The Moos will become 
a fortnightly electronic bulletin with the social calendar and new items such as student 
profiles to create a closer community within the student body. The MVSA has a physical 
office within the school and will allow the SIGs to use the office to store equipment and 
to sell tickets to events, apparel, etc. which will make running a SIG easier.  
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The MVSA is willing to immediately offer the SIGs a place on the board. We are in talks 
with the Dean of the Veterinary School to offer academic recognition to all SIG board 
members. However, as part of our plan to grow into a successful, respected 
professional organization we also feel the need to support the SIGs in another way- 
monetarily.  
 
As funding sources are scarce, we would like to fund the SIGs through the MVSA. 
However, certain SIGs (BIG and VMBA) have a budget of nearly $2,000 per year, and 
in it’s current state the MVSA cannot support such endeavors.  
 
To fund the current SIGs (based on approximations from a representative from each 
group) we would need at least $12,000. The SIGs would apply for funding via a “grant 
application” within the MVSA. We would review the application and examine the groups’ 
status and events (yearly budget, past years’ memberships, total events held, number 
of students at each event, future goals, etc.) and then award an amount. We hope to 
provide all SIGs with at least $500/year (the large SIGs could apply for more funding). 
The money would pay for events (food, gifts for speakers) and subsidize clothing 
orders.  
 
This is why we need assistance. We believe, if we can convince nearly every member 
of the student body to become an MVSA member, we could support the SIGs and also 
provide greatly subsidized prices for required items/clothing (stethoscopes, scrubs, 
overalls, etc.). However, in our current state, and lack of confidence from the student 
body, we will not be able to achieve this goal as membership is not high enough. 
 


We invite Hill’s Pet Nutrition to become the major sponsor of the Murdoch 
Veterinary Students Association with a contribution of $12,000 to act as  
start-up funds to rejuvenate the MVSA and support the entire veterinary 
student body.  
 
We feel Hill’s is an excellent sponsor for the MVSA as it has a long history of supporting 
veterinary students and has demonstrated commitment to the veterinary profession. 
 
We realize these are difficult financial times; however, your support would help every 
student within Murdoch. And for your help, we would place your logo on all MVSA 
communications and events, and on all SIG events. The name Hill’s would be 
synonymous with the vet school and the MVSA. And your support would be appreciated 
by every single student at Murdoch for years to come. 
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From: Ian Robertson
To: Ellaine Hislop
Subject: RE: Hill"s Support - Confidential
Date: 21 May 2012 13:06:38
Attachments: image001.jpg
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image003.jpg


Thanks Ellaine – OK at a time that suits you we can discuss further.
 
Cheers
 
Ian
 
 


From: Ellaine Hislop 
Sent: Monday, 21 May 2012 9:30 AM
To: Ian Robertson
Subject: Hill's Support - Confidential
 
Hi Ian
 
Tricky.  Perhaps we can sit down and chat later about how we can develop our relationship with Royal Canin?
 
In the past Royal Canin have supported the in-house feeding program, CVE events and currently a prize for the Awards
Ceremony. 
 
In a nutshell, the following covers the nutrition / feeding aspect of the Hill’s contract.
 
All our major contracts have the following clause which would cover us undertaking an agreement with another nutrition
company:
 
“Subject to any explicit statement to the contrary in item 8 of the Schedule, any Sponsorship Rights are non-exclusive. For the
avoidance of doubt, this includes Murdoch not being restricted from entering into sponsorship agreements for a Programme
with other parties, subject to it advising the Sponsor of such other sponsorship agreements.”
 
Pet Nutrition Feeding Programme
 
This Programme constitutes the use of Hill’s products by students who are learning to develop nutritional guidelines for clients
(those products being supplied by the Sponsor for free) as set out in item 7 of the Schedule.
 
Murdoch must treat animal individually, and ensure that its academics and clinicians have the freedom to make the best
decisions for the patient and the client.  Without limiting this freedom, hospital staff will, at their discretion, develop a
nutritional recommendation template that includes the Sponsor’s products.
 
1.        Students learning to develop nutritional guidelines for clients may use the Sponsor’s products as part of their clinical


experience.


2.        Hospital staff will be educated about the Sponsor’s in-kind support for the Programme.


3.        Murdoch staff .............. will speak with clinicians and encourage them to ensure that where appropriate, patients are
discharged with a nutritional recommendation.


4.        Murdoch must treat animals individually, and ensure that its academics and clinicians have the freedom to make the
best decisions for the patient and the client.  Without limiting this freedom, hospital staff will, at their discretion,
develop a nutritional recommendation template that may include the Sponsor’s products....................... 


5.        The Sponsor’s representatives will be given opportunities to present educational nutritional sessions for students,
academic, and clinical staff up to 4 times annually and up to 2 product information sessions annually.


6.        The Sponsor will be provided additional signage in Murdoch’s veterinary hospital waiting rooms.  Text must be agreed
jointly.  While text cannot be a product endorsement or universal medical recommendation, as the valued sponsor of
Murdoch’s Veterinary Hospital the language will demonstrate Murdoch’s use of the Sponsor’s products.


7.        Where practicable, the Sponsor will receive preferential stocking (in terms of visibility and amount of space) with
adequate literature and diet planning sheets in the feed room for student use/instruction. ......  Products from other
pet food companies may be available in the feed room for alternative feeding of patients.  


8.        The Sponsor will be given the option of a proportional increase to 50% product display space in Murdoch’s waiting
room.............
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Hope this helps. 
 
Kind regards
 
Ellaine
 
 


From: Ian Robertson 
Sent: Friday, 18 May 2012 3:39 PM
To: Ellaine Hislop
Cc: Ian Robertson
Subject: FW: Royal Canin Support
 
HI Ellaine
 
What relationships do we have with Royal Canin – and what is the agreement between us and Hills – obviously don’t want to
affect that relationship?
We also obviously would like some financial support via trust!
 
Cheers
 
Ian
 


From:  
Sent: Thursday, 26 April 2012 10:41 AM
To: Ian Robertson
Subject: FW: Royal Canin Support
 
Hi Ian,
 
Hope you are well.
 
Ian, I just wanted to touch base with you regarding Royal Canin providing some nutrition support and materials for the vet
students and staff.  Would this be something that you would be interested in?
 
Thanks Ian.  I look forward to hearing from you.
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Introduction 


 


While Murdoch University and Hill’s Pet Nutrition have been collaborating for many years, in 2009 we partnered 


to provide a multi project funding agreement to benefit nutritional education and student experience at 


Murdoch.  The current agreement will conclude on 14th September 2012 and it is our hope that Murdoch can 


work with Hill’s Pet Nutrition to ensure continued success and an ongoing partnership providing mutual benefit.   


 


Murdoch University and the School of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences have been in a phase of exciting new 


beginnings and opportunities in recent times.  The partnership between the School of Veterinary and Biomedical 


Sciences and Hill’s Pet Nutrition has evolved during this time of change within the University and we believe, grown 


stronger over the past three years.   


 


Hill’s Pet Nutrition has made an investment of  over the past three years plus in-kind support to 


support the following areas: 


 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition Mobility & Rehabilitation Service 


• Feeding program, with nutritional recommendations 


• Veterinary Professional Life (VPL) involvement 


• Continuing Education programs 


• Special Projects Program 


 


This multi-project partnership is managed centrally by the Executive Officer of the Murdoch University 


Veterinary Trust with a Hill’s Technical Service Veterinarian providing central points of contact, greater 


accountability and budgeting predictability. 


 


This partnership has benefited Hill’s Pet Nutrition and Murdoch University by: 


 


• Dedicating funds to meet jointly identified educational and clinical care projects 


• Providing clear budgeting for both institutions, documented sponsorship benefits which reflect the 


total value of our partnership and a central management process for our partnership 


• Supporting educational projects for undergraduate students that prepare them to succeed as 


veterinarians  


• Supporting education for students, staff, and practicing veterinarians that promotes the highest 


standards of animal nutrition and veterinary care. 


• Supporting Murdoch University Veterinary Hospital through an agreed feeding plan that meets 


University requirements, our patients’ dietary needs and Hill’s Pet Nutrition’s business objectives. 


 


These outcomes have demonstrated Hill’s Pet Nutrition’s commitment to the veterinary profession, and have 


built links to Murdoch’s staff, students, continuing education participants and hospital clients. 


 


With a partnership such as ours, we greatly appreciate the assistance of Hill’s Pet Nutrition in accomplishing our 


shared strategies. 


 


The following report and proposal highlights results and demonstrates the enduring achievement of the Hill’s – 


Murdoch partnership and also provides opportunities for the future for Hill’s Pet Nutrition to consider.   
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REPORT ON 2012 MULTI-PROJECT FUNDING AGREEMENT 


 


The existing multi-project partnership agreement is currently divided into five main areas: 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition Mobility & Rehabilitation Service 


• Feeding program, with nutritional recommendations 


• Veterinary Professional Life (VPL) involvement 


• Continuing Education programs 


• Special Projects Program 


 


Murdoch University greatly appreciated Hill’s Pet Nutrition’s support in the establishment and successes of these 


programs and present the following review of these areas over the past year.  


 


Hill’s Pet Nutrition Mobility and Rehabilitation Service 


 


In 2011, the extremely difficult decision was made to close the Mobility and Rehabilitation Service at Murdoch 


Veterinary Hospital.   


 


As a result of this, a credit note for  was issued to Hill’s, along with the opportunity to gain additional benefits 


in the continued education program.   


 


These CE events will be detailed later in this report. 


 


 


Hill’s Pet Nutrition Hospital Feeding Program 


 


Murdoch University Veterinary Hospital is extremely grateful to receive up to of Hill’s Pet Nutrition 


products (wholesale value) per year for use in the hospital feeding program.   


 


The increase in this support, originally , a reduced lead time between ordering and delivery, and the 


dedicated staff member responsible for the feeding program has seen the program processes refined over the 


past three years in order to be as efficient and as valuable as possible.   


 


The in-kind contribution currently represents approximately  of the Hill’s product utilised for our 


feeding program. 


 


Acknowledgment: 


• Signs with agreed language and logos are displayed in the Hospital GP, Referral & MPEC Receptions.   


• Hill’s logo mats are displayed in the Hospital GP, Referral & MPEC receptions. 


• Signs with agreed language and logos are displayed in the Hospital Feeding Room. 


• Information regarding feeding Hill’s diets is displayed in the Hospital Feeding Room for student use. 


• Hill’s pamphlets are attractively displayed in Hill’s branded brochure holders in the reception areas for 


clients. 
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• Hill’s posters are framed and positioned around the hospital.  These are updated when new posters are 


received.  


• New branded shelving for Hill’s product available for purchase have been placed in the Referral 


Reception and amount of product on display is generally approximately two thirds of available product.  


 


Hill’s Pet Nutrition Client Recommendations 


Murdoch University Veterinary Hospital utilises a client management software package to create a tracking system for 


nutritional recommendations.  There are 16 macros highlighting the various Hill’s Pet Nutrition diets, which can be 


inserted into client and referring veterinarian recommendations.   


 


While initial utilisation of this referral system was low, ongoing communication and staff training sessions are offered 


to demonstrate how the macros can be used. The software utilised has also been updated to ensure the insertion of 


this referral is as easy as possible for staff.   


 


Results to date include: 


• Murdoch University Veterinary Hospital had over  client visits over the past year.  Almost  


of those visits were initial consultation visits in the following areas:  GP, MPEC, Surgery, Medicine, 


Oncology, Dermatology, Ophthalmology and Acupuncture. 


• All client discharge letters have gone out recommending that nutrition be discussed with the referring 


veterinarian. 


• Hill’s diets were recorded as recommended on  of referrals from the following departments: 


Dermatology, General Practice, Oncology, Opthomology, Emergency, Small Animal Medicine, Small 


Animal Surgery.  Staff will continue to receive training on utilising the recommendations on referrals.   


 


Sales of Hill’s Products at Hospital 


In the past year over $86,000 retail of Hill’s diets (1402 units) have been purchased by clients of the hospital.   


 


This is broken up into the following categories: 
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Presentations to staff and nutritional lectures to students 


Nutritional lectures on prescription diets are regularly given by a Hill’s representative to staff.  The most recent 


session, a Lunch and Learn for staff, was held in May 2012 explaining how to treat arthritis from a nutritional 


perspective.  These are always well attended and appreciated by School and Hospital staff. 


 


A series of three nutrition lectures for students by Hill’s representative  have been held 


over the past year. 


 


 


Veterinary Professional Life 


 


Murdoch University School of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences has integrated Veterinary Professional Life activities 


through all 5 years of the curricula.   


 


Topics within the curriculum include communication skills, leadership and team-building, developing self-


management skills (such as time management, reflective learning, etc), professional ethics and responsibilities, 


and business/practice management.  Practical examples include dealing with work colleagues, understanding a 


balance sheet, building relationships with clients, handling conflict, and developing self-awareness and self-


management skills to succeed in a variety of veterinary roles.   


 


Over the past year the VPL program has prepared students for the non-technical aspects of their role as veterinarians 


by: 


• Hill’s representative invited to attend the Veterinary Professional Life 1 Orientation in February 2012. 


• All first year students presented with a Hill’s branded t-shirt at Orientation Day.  


• Hill’s representative attended the Veterinary Professional Life 2 Camp in March 2012. 


• Hill’s representative attended the Veterinary Professional Life 3 Conference in May 2012. 


• VP3 Conference branded Hill’s VPL3 Conference 2012 and Hill’s logo was featured on the program.  


 


Students who have graduated are now seeing the benefits of being part of the five year program in their veterinary 


work.  We hope to be able to measure the effectiveness of the program and the value the former students see in their 


participation by developing a survey in the near future, aimed at graduates who are in the work force.  


 


 


Continuing Veterinary Education  


 


MOVE, formally Rounds around the State (RATS), is included as part of the multi project funding partnership 


agreement.  To ensure Hill’s received the appropriate level of support and benefits as a result of the Rehabilitation 


Clinic closure, Hill’s was given the opportunity to sponsor a number of extra Continuing Veterinary Education events 


and extra benefits for MOVE in 2012. 
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Murdoch Online Veterinary Education (MOVE)  


MOVE, formally Rounds around the State (RATS), continued in 2012 as part of a strong continuing education program 


with ten small animal presentations and two equine presentations.   


 


Along with the traditional benefits to Hill’s for supporting this event,  


.    


 


Benefits for 2012 included:  


 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition support and logo was included in all MOVE promotional mailing and emails sent to Western 


Australia, South Australia, Eastern State, Hong Kong and Singapore veterinarians. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo was featured on MOVE interface for all MOVE sessions. 


• Hill’s was acknowledged verbally as sponsor at all MOVE sessions. 


• Hill’s representatives presented two of the ten small animal MOVE sessions. 


• Inclusion of Hill’s Pet Nutrition sales representatives on the email distribution list for online sessions.  


•  


• Opportunity for Hill’s to provide an information sheet for inclusion with presenter’s notes. 


 


Approximately  were received for each small animal session. 


 


The locations of participants for the small animal sessions are as follows: 


  


  


  


  


  


 


DermClub  


In 2012 Dermclub comprised a series of eight evening lectures held at approximately six week intervals throughout 


the year.   


.  Each evening began with a light supper followed by the lecture.  Vet and Vet Nurse 


lectures were held in different lecture theatres with each lecture lasting around an hour followed by questions and any 


further discussion. 


 


Hill’s supported four of these events on the following dates:  


• Wednesday 14th March 2012 –  


• Wednesday 18th July 2012 –  


• Wednesday 5th September 2012 – still to be held 


• Wednesday 28th November 2012 – still to be held 
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Club Medicine 


In 2012 a series of three continuing education sessions focusing on small animal medicine were held.  


 


.  Each evening was 


held at Murdoch University and began with light refreshments followed by the lecture. Each lecture was approximately 


1 to 1.5 hours duration followed by questions and further discussion. 


 


Hill’s supported all three of these events on the following dates:  


• Wednesday 21st March 2012 –  


• Wednesday 4th July 2012 -  


• Wednesday 26th September 2012 – still to be held   


   


Regional Surgery Series 


Two Regional Surgery Series session were held in late 2011 and early 2012 and presented by Associate Professor Guy 


Lester and Professor Giselle Hosgood.  The Regional Surgery Series is a practical and interactive case-based seminar 


series with half day sessions covering:  


• Upper airway assessment and decision-making   


• Tibial fractures: decision-making and treatment options 


 


Hill’s co-sponsored events in Albany and Kalgoorlie on the following dates:  


• Albany - Monday 28th November 2011 - 6 attendees 


• Kalgoorlie – Thursday 23rd February 2012 - 7 attendees 


 


Perth Surgery Series 


In 2012 a series of four continuing education sessions focusing on small animal surgery were held.  


 


 


. Each evening was held at Murdoch 


University with lectures lasting around one hour followed by questions and any further discussion.  


 


Hill’s supported all four of these events on the following dates:  


• Wednesday 15th February 2012 -  


• Wednesday 16th May 2012 -  


• Wednesday 1st August 2012 -  


• Wednesday 14th November 2012 – still to be held   


 


The sponsorship benefits for Hill’s for DermClub, Club MEDicine, Perth Surgery Series and Regional Surgery Series 


included: 


 


• Opportunity for Hill’s Pet Nutrition representative to present relevant educational material to veterinarians. 


• Acknowledgment on promotional material including advertising flyers, application forms and website. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo on the screen during each presentation. 


• Access in person to veterinarians interested in small animal surgery and medicine. 
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• Verbal acknowledgement of sponsorship at the beginning of each session. 


• Opportunity for Hill’s company representative to mingle with attendees prior to the lectures. 


• Opportunity for Hill’s to provide promotional material to attendees at each session. 


• Opportunity for a Hill’s representative to do a short welcoming presentation (up to three minutes) at the 


beginning of each session. 


• A copy of the notes for the representative attending and/or a copy by email. 


• Acknowledgement on sponsor’s page of Continuing Education website. 


 


 


Hill’s Pet Nutrition Special Projects Fund 


 


In order to support and promote Hill’s pet nutrition in areas such as providing educational expertise and supporting 


the veterinary profession,  of this multi-project sponsorship agreement is allocated to special projects within 


the School and a further  contributed in-kind.   


 


Projects agreed by the School and Hill’s for 2012 were as follows: 


 


• 3rd Year Student VPL Conference 


• Client Simulation Classes 


• 5th Year Student Badge Ceremony 


• Veterinary Professional Life Program 


• Special Topics Information Bags 


• 3rd Year Clinic Coat Ceremony (afternoon tea and branded stethoscopes) 


• VNA Course 
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FUTURE PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES 


 


Murdoch University and the School of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences are committed to a long-term partnership 


with Hill’s Pet Nutrition and will work to ensure we meet our mutual goals.  By extending our partnership until 2015 


we have the opportunity to enhance our current highly successful partnership and the collaborations that we have 


undertaken over the past three years.  


 


In order to fine-tune a future agreement for our ongoing partnership the following areas of support have been 


identified as of interest to Hill’s: 


 


• Feeding Program 


• Engagement with the Veterinary Profession 


• Engagement with Students 


 


 


Feeding Program 


 


With Murdoch’s reputation as a centre of veterinary excellence, our hospital practices provide a powerful 


example for veterinarians, students and clients.  Partnering with Hill’s Pet Nutrition, for our in-house feeding 


program demonstrates a confidence in Hill’s products to our clients and students.  Students who are learning to 


develop nutritional guidelines for clients will be using Hill’s products as part of their clinical experience.  


 


While Murdoch must treat each animal individually, and ensure that our academics and clinicians have the freedom to 


make the best decisions for the patient, we are confident that Hill’s products will continue to be the product of choice 


in our hospital.  This support of Hill’s is acknowledged and promoted throughout the hospital and a large number of 


clients are given discharge letters recommending a nutrition plan.  The nutritional recommendation template that 


makes recommending Hill’s products an easy and supported choice will continue to be utilised by hospital staff at 


their discretion.  


 


The  for Murdoch University Veterinary Hospital feeding program is greatly appreciated.  At present up 


to $  Hill’s Pet Nutrition products is utilised through this program per year, supporting our hospital patients and 


providing an example for students and clients.  We propose that this level of support be maintained.   


 


The following acknowledgements and benefits will be provided for this program: 


• Students learning to develop nutritional guidelines for clients may use Hill’s products as part of their 


clinical experience. 


• Hospital staff will be educated about Hill’s in-kind support for the feeding program.   


• Murdoch staff will liaise with clinicians encouraging them to ensure that where appropriate, patients are 


discharged with a nutritional recommendation.  
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• Murdoch must treat animals individually, and ensure that its academics and clinicians have the freedom 


to make the best decisions for the patient and the client.  Without limiting this freedom, hospital staff 


will, at their discretion, continue to utilise the nutritional recommendation template that may include 


Hill’s products and which could be given to clients with the patient discharge information and forwarded 


to referring veterinarians with patient referral letter.  The use of this recommendation will be reviewed 


annually. 


• Hill’s representatives will be given opportunities to present educational nutritional sessions for students, 


academic, and clinical staff up to 4 times annually and up to 2 product information sessions annually.  


• Hill’s will be provided additional signage in Murdoch’s veterinary hospital waiting rooms.  Text must be 


agreed jointly.  While text cannot be a product endorsement or universal medical recommendation, as 


the valued sponsor of Murdoch’s Veterinary Hospital the language will demonstrate Murdoch’s use of 


the Hill’s products.  


• Where practicable, Hill’s will receive preferential stocking (in terms of visibility and amount of space) 


with adequate literature and diet planning sheets in the feed room for student use/instruction.  Hill’s 


staff will ensure supplies of different Hill’s diets are adequate for Murdoch’s in-hospital patient feeding 


needs in line with the terms of this agreement and ensure adequate supplies of literature and diet 


planning sheets are available in the feed room for student use and instruction.  Murdoch staff will 


monitor stocks to ensure food donated by Hill’s is only used for in-hospital feeding up to the  


n.  Additional stocks will be purchased via wholesaler.  Products from other pet food 


companies may be available in the feed room for alternative feeding of patients.   


• The Sponsor will be given the option of of product display space in Murdoch’s waiting rooms. 


 


 


Engagement with the Veterinary Profession 


 


A number of Murdoch University CVE events have previously been supported by Hill’s including Murdoch Online 


Veterinary Education (MOVE - formally RATS), Dermclub, Club Medicine, Regional Surgery Series and Surgery Series.  


 


 


We propose that Hill’s Pet Nutrition products continue to support continuing education by partial sponsorship of 


MOVE, .  The primary markets for the course will be Australia, 


Singapore and Hong Kong. However the sessions are available at a time that may be suitable for other large Asian 


markets such as China, Thailand, Korea and Japan.   


 


 


 


The program for 2013 currently includes 10 small animal sessions and two equine sessions. 


 


The following acknowledgements and benefits will be provided for this program: 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition will be acknowledged verbally at each presentation. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo will be displayed on screen during each presentation.  


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo will be displayed on promotional materials distributed for the MOVE program. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo will be displayed on course materials distributed for the presentations. 
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• Inclusion of Hill’s Pet Nutrition sales representatives on the email distribution list for each online 


session. 


• A representative from Hill’s Pet Nutrition will be invited to present 1 MOVE presentation, on a mutually agreed 


subject, at 1 event or a short presentation (up to 10 minutes) at 5 of the scheduled events. 


 


Additional appropriate sponsorship opportunities may be offered to Hill’s as they are developed and will be 


undertaken outside this sponsorship agreement.  


 


Engagement with Students 


 


As part of the current agreement up to  of the sponsorship amount each year has been dedicated to student 


based projects which were agreed upon by both Murdoch and Hill’s at the beginning of each year.  This has included 


items such as client simulation classes, VPL conference, tutorial room monitor, visiting clinician and WYSE terminals.   


 


An additional  per annum of in-kind support is currently offered for utilisation within student focussed 


projects, the VPL program and CE events.  This has been used for items such as clinic coat ceremony catering, 


student badge ceremony, VNA course and distribution of Hill’s branded items (stethoscopes, notebooks, t-shirts etc).   


 


As well as the continuation of the now established Veterinary Professional Life (VPL) program, we suggest that to 


ensure both Hill’s and Murdoch receive maximum benefit and support in the area of engagement with students longer 


term projects be considered to replace the small projects that are currently being supported each year. 


 


This section of the agreement can be split into the following areas: 


• Veterinary Professional Life 


• Pet Nutrition Education for Students 


• Student Programs, Projects and Events 


 


Veterinary Professional Life (VPL) 


Veterinary Professional Life activities and exercises are integrated through all 5 years of the curricula and in a variety 


of courses, preparing students for the non-technical aspects of their role as veterinarians.  Murdoch and Hill’s 


together have committed to developing its Veterinary Professional Life course and will continue to build support 


networks among students and staff, practice team building and communication skills, and teach professional and 


personal development.  VPL events include the 1st Year Orientation Day, 2nd Year Camp and 3rd Year Conference.   


 


The following acknowledgements and benefits will be provided for the VPL program: 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition’s will be acknowledged verbally at each event. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition’s logo will be displayed on promotional materials distributed at the events. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition’s logo will be displayed on course materials distributed at the events. 


• A representative from Hill’s Pet Nutrition will be invited to attend and participate in Hill’s sponsored 


Veterinary Professional Life events. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition will be provided an opportunity to provide a “promotional” pack or Hill’s branded 


product to students at supported Veterinary Professional Life events. 


•  
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Pet Nutrition Education for Students 


Nutritional lectures for students by a Hill’s representative have been part of the current agreement and can continue 


to be part of an ongoing partnership.  Promotion of the online Veterinary Nutrition Advocate Course can also be 


formalised. 


 


The following acknowledgements and benefits will be provided for pet nutrition education for students: 


•  


 


 


  


   


  


 


  


 


 


Student Programs, Projects and Events 


Several programs, projects and events are organised to enhance the education experience of students at Murdoch.  


These include events such as the 3rd Year Clinic Coat Ceremony and the 5th Year Student Badge Ceremony where 


catering was supported by Hill’s as well as Hill’s promotional material distributed to students.  The Murdoch Veterinary 


Students Association (MVSA) is instrumental in organising several events and programs for students and we hope this 


agreement can be an opportunity to support their work.    


 


The in-kind support Hill’s has provided to past events has ensured their continuation and success and we hope this 


level of support can continue.  Relevant events will continue to be offered to Hill’s for consideration of your in-kind 


support on an annual basis.   


 


Additional projects for the term of a new sponsorship agreement that we invite Hill’s to consider are: 


 


Clinical Skills Centre 


The Clinical Skill’s Centre will be located in the Murdoch University School of Veterinary and Biomedical 


Sciences, and provide an opportunity for students to have a hands-on and independent learning experience by 


practicing clinical skills utilising a range of equipment. 


 


The facility will also provide a facility for 4th and 5th Year students sitting the OSCE Exam, where clinical skills 


are tested.  Stations will be set up around possible skills required for the exam.  Students will be able to 


practice various skills in a safe environment such as biopsy skills, suture skills, bandaging, pharmacy set-up, 


gowning up, view mock surgery set-up’s etc. 


 


With Hill’s support of this project we could begin work to prepare a suitable space and begin outfitting the 


facility with an initial range of equipment.  The initial set up would require a fit-out and set-up of the available 


space and purchase of required consumables.  The establishment of this centre would be completed in stages, 


with new equipment introduced each year the centre is supported by the sponsorship agreement.  The 


student learning experience would be enhanced with an innovative teaching and learning environment. 
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Murdoch staff are currently completing research and communication with other veterinary schools who have 


developed similar centres to determine the most efficient and effective way to begin such a facility.  They 


have proven very effective and well utilised by students. 


 


Hill’s Pet Nutrition would receive naming rights to the Hill’s Pet Nutrition Clinical Skills Centre and provide a 


venue and forum for educating students about pet nutrition. 


 


KeePad Interactive Learning 


We invite Hill’s to assist in the purchase of the KeePad technology to enable and promote active learning by 


problem solving for our students.  


 


The system works by keypads being passed out to students at the start of the tutorial, case material is then 


presented, students are asked to make decisions regarding case management, their answers are pressed into 


the keypad and the outcome and breakdown of the answers of the class are then centrally coordinated by the 


system.  The outcome of their decision is tested by progressing the case in line with the majority decision.    


 


This technology will allow relaxed but engaging interactive whole year group tutorials.  The purpose is to 


assist students in acquiring clinical problem solving skills so they are better placed for final year rotation and 


veterinary practice.  Students will also be assisted in learning lecture content of the clinical disciplines by 


putting the facts into a practical context.  We anticipate students will find the clinical years of the course less 


daunting with this extra assistance.   


 


We intend to use this style of teaching for all 4th Year students in 2013, with at least 20 teachers across all 


clinical disciplines, expanding into other year groups in future years.   


 


The following acknowledgements and benefits will be provided for student programs, projects and events: 


• Exclusive naming rights to the centre (to be known as the Hill’s Pet Nutrition Student Clinical Skills 


Centre) for the term of this sponsorship agreement. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo will be displayed on each KeePad keypad for the term of this sponsorship 


agreement.  


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition will be acknowledged verbally at each supported event. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo will be displayed on relevant materials distributed at the events. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition logo will be displayed on course materials distributed at the events. 


• A representative from Hill’s Pet Nutrition will be invited to attend and participate in Hill’s supported 


student events. 


• Hill’s Pet Nutrition will be provided an opportunity to provide Hill’s branded product to students 


participating in supported events. 
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2012 – 2015 Sponsorship Agreement 


 


We recommend that Murdoch and Hill’s Pet Nutrition focus on three key areas that would be consistently linked 


with Hill’s sponsorship, providing funding or in-kind donations as well as mutually agreed benefits throughout 


the duration of the contract.    


 


The areas as detailed previously are:   


• Feeding Program 


• Engagement with the Veterinary Profession 


• Engagement with Students 


 


Murdoch will propose additional items of support within these key areas, to a maximum value of  


 to Hill’s Pet Nutrition on an annual basis for in-kind support. 


 


If a significant opportunity arises which is not fundable within the constraints of this agreement, Hill’s Pet 


Nutrition will continue to be a partner of choice for new initiatives. 


 


Sponsorship Investment 


 


We invite Hill’s Pet Nutrition to consider its commitment to contribute  plus GST to support a three 


year multi-project sponsorship program from 2012-2015.     


 


 financial contribution for agreed projects 


 in-kind support for the Hospital Feeding Program 


 in-kind support for agreed additional projects 


$75,000 total per annum 


 


In the first year of this agreement we request your consideration that an additional  


made available to support the initial set up costs of the Hill’s Pet Nutrition Student Clinical Skills Centre.   


 


Payment will be remitted upon receipt of an invoice from Murdoch University on the following dates: 


 


         


   


   


 


 


Sponsorship Term 


 


 2012 to  2015 
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Conclusion 


 


Murdoch University has a commitment to promoting international excellence in veterinary science.  It has been 


evident over the course of our partnership that Hill’s Pet Nutrition shares our goals of providing the highest 


standard of veterinary education and care.   


 


Murdoch University has been in a phase of adjustment in recent times.  This has led towards an exciting time of new 


beginnings and opportunities both for the University and the partnership between the School of Veterinary and 


Biomedical Sciences and Hill’s Pet Nutrition.   


 


This revised three year multi-project sponsorship will help us to effectively work together as partners, ensuring 


support for key on-going projects and allow flexibility to meet emerging opportunities and priorities while not 


precluding or preventing us from pursuing other partnership opportunities should they arise. 


 


Thank you for taking the time to consider this opportunity.  We look forward to working with Hill’s Pet Nutrition 


over the next three years on further exciting initiatives.   Please do not hesitate to contact us for further 


information on this opportunity.  


 


Professor David Hampson 


Dean, School of Veterinary & Biomedical Sciences 


Telephone:    08 9360 2636 


E-mail: D.Hampson@murdoch.edu.au 


 


Ms Ellaine Hislop  


Executive Officer, Murdoch University Veterinary Trust 


Telephone:       08 9360 2699  


E-mail:             E.Hislop@murdoch.edu.au 
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From: Ellaine Hislop
To:
Cc:
Subject: Perth Royal Show
Date: 30 August 2012 09:15:55
Attachments: image001.jpg


Hi and 
 
The Vet Trust attends the Royal Show each year to promote our work as part of the Cat Show
Exhibits.  This year Hill’s kindly agreed to support our stall by supplying product for our raffle
(through the special projects in kind contribution).  The raffle is free for visitors to the cat
pavilion who fill in a short cat care quiz. 
 
We can make the quiz questions nutrition focussed and have your logo on the sheet if you think
that would be suitable. 
 
I was hoping to arrange some nutrition product and other items to put in this basket soon so we
can begin preparing for the day.  We will have signage up advising that Hill’s donated the prize,
and are also happy to have any brochures you may like us to hand out on the day.
 
Look forward to hearing from you.
 
Kind regards
 
Ellaine Hislop
Executive Officer
Murdoch University Veterinary Trust
( +61 8 9360 2699 | Mobile +61 (0)421 155 612 |


8  e.hislop@murdoch.edu.au | * South St, Murdoch, WA 6150 |


Sig option 4 - image
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25 October 2012 


 
 


Murdoch University Veterinary Trust 
ABN: 50 299 034 322 


Amount 


Official  Receipt No: 


Date 


5,199 


$500.00 


Thank you very much for your kind donation of $500.00 to the "Murdoch 
University Vet Trust".  Your gift will make a lasting difference to our work by 
helping us to continue to make crucial contributions to advancing the health, 
welfare and care of animals.  Please find below your Tax Receipt No: 5,199 dated 


25 October 2012. 
 
The Veterinary Trust is providing knowledge and expert care so that all animals 
can enjoy a better quality of life.  Investigations into companion animal diseases, 
upgrading facilities and equipment for training of veterinary students, improving 
the health of livestock and conservation of wildlife, are examples of how this is 
being achieved within the school of Veterinary and Biomedical Sciences of 


Murdoch University.  The Veterinary Trust is directly supporting this work, and it 
is through the generosity of people like you in our community that this is made 
possible. 
 
We hope you take comfort and pride in the knowledge that your donation to the 
Murdoch Veterinary Trust will help other pets live healthier, happier and longer 


lives. 
 
Sincerely 
 


 
 


 
 
Ellaine Hislop 
Executive Officer 
Murdoch University Veterinary Trust 
 
Enc 


49652 


Ref No  


25 Oct 2012 


Dear  


Particulars Received From 


Donations $2 and over are tax-deductible 


Prize: Registration Day Hill's Pet Nutrition Pty Ltd 


(AUSTRALIA) 


We would like to acknowledge your generosity in our Annual Report. However, 


should you request it, your name will NOT be printed in our annual report. 


 
 


Hill's Pet Nutrition Pty Ltd (AUSTRALIA) 
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From: Susan Bennett
To: Ellaine Hislop
Cc: Mark Glyde; Kelly Hall; Martin Cake
Subject: oportunity for Hills?
Date: 22 June 2012 18:36:43


Hello Ellaine
 
I think I have a venture on the go that would provide a great opportunity for raising the profile
of a sponsor with students and vets. We would like to purchase KeePad technology at a cost of
$5000-5500. This will enable relaxed but engaging, enjoyable,  interactive whole year group
tutorials. They will be held fortnightly so there’s lots of opportunity for the sponsor’s


involvement to sink in. We intend to use this style of teaching for all 4th year students next year
and introduce to other years in the future – so 100% of our students are captured repeatedly. It
should form a positive association as the sessions should be fun as well as useful.
 
We would also use the technology in our CVE events so we would  be exposing the veterinary
community too. The technology is very transportable and some of our acedemics run CVE all
around the country and internationally.
 
A company that markets to small animal practices would get great and repeat exposure if we
were to badge the sessions with their logo and make their sponsorship known. Equine and
production practices will also be exposed. The technology will be used by at least 20 teachers
next year, across all clinical disciplines, and they’d be good advocates too as it enhances teaching
efficiently.
 
Thanks Ellaine, I’d be most grateful if you would consider putting this proposition to a potential
sponsor in some manner, ready for Jan 2013 (so we can practise using the technology ready for
start of sem 1).
 
We will be holding an info session for teachers in a couple of weeks and the technology will be
demonstrated by the supplier.
 
Best wishes
 
Sue Bennett BSc BVMS MACVSc (Medicine of Cats) FACVSc (Small Animal Medicine)
Lecturer in Small Animal Medicine
Murdoch University Veterinary Hospital | Western Australia
Phone: (08) 9360 2494 | Fax: (08) 9360 6509 | Email: sue.bennett@murdoch.edu.au
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From: Ellaine Hislop
To: Robert Shiel; Susan Bennett
Subject: Hill"s Special Project Funds
Date: 24 February 2012 10:02:08
Attachments: image001.jpg


Hi Rob and Sue
 
Just wondering if there are any small projects for small animal that can be funded through the
Hill’s special project fund this year. 
 
Last year we funded the WYSE terminals and the visiting specialist.  
 
Kind regards
 
 
Ellaine Hislop
Executive Officer
Murdoch University Veterinary Trust
( +61 8 9360 2699 | Mobile +61 (0)421 155 612 |


8  e.hislop@murdoch.edu.au | * South St, Murdoch, WA 6150 |


 
cid:image001.jpg@01C9903A.B1AAE640
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From:
To: Ellaine Hislop
Subject: Hill"s_Murdoch Contract 2012 to 2015
Date: 29 June 2012 11:10:19
Attachments: Murdoch Contract 2012 to 2015.docx


Hi Ellaine, 
I hope all is going well with you. 
As per your email some weeks ago, we should start work on reviewing inclusions for a new
partnership agreement before the current contract ends in September. 
For a starting point, would you be able to provide me with a table or outline summarising
where/how the funds have been directed for the past 12-18 months, or at least since closure of the
Rehab clinic early last year?  A snapshot of where the money is currently going would really help
me in putting together a new proposal. 
As a starting point I have put together where I see our broad areas of support. It is based largely
on what we do currently. I have found the current contract quite complicated to follow, and think we
should between us be able to simplify the new one. 
I have tentatively re-opened the possibility of contributing to the iodine ward, so can you please
provide an update on whether this facility is currently operating and how it is going, or what the
plans are for opening it. 
I look forward to hearing from you, 
Best regards, 
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Murdoch Contract 2012 to 2015


Broad areas of support


1. Engagement with students


· Teaching nutrition


· Involvement in and sponsorship of VPL


· Clinic coats and stethoscopes


· 5th Year badges


· Client simulation classes


· Text books


· Annual student survey


· Student reps


· Student social activities/Vet Soc


· Student pet feeding programme/VetSoc


· Lunch and Learns


· VNA 


2. Feeding Programmes


· VTH hospitalised patients


· House Officers


· Students – see above


3. Engagement with the veterinary profession


· CVE programmes


· Joint continuing education events with AVAWA


· Mentoring programmes


4. Clinical resources


· (Iodine ward for discussion?)


· Business support – JBP and BHT


· Nutrition and product training for nurses


· New product training for clinicians











   


 


 


 


 


 


 


TAX INVOICE  


 


 


 


 


 


 


Hills Pet Nutrition Asia-Pacific Pty Ltd Invoice No:                       
 Date:   23 August 2012 


 Debtor:  HILLS3457 
  


 


 


ATTN:    


___________________________________________________________________________ 


 
Description: 
 
Sponsorship of Web Seminar 
Keynote Speaker – Dr Peter Irwin 


 


  


 Exclusive GST:  $1,000.00 (GST Free) 
 
 Total Amount Due:      $1,000.00 
 
  


___________________________________________________________________________ 


 


THIS ACCOUNT IS DUE 30 DAYS NETT 


…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 


Please detach and return with your remittance to:   Murdoch University Veterinary Trust 


  
Please make cheque payable to:  Murdoch University Veterinary Trust  
 
OR   arrange Direct Deposit  
 
Quote Ref No:  50231 VSPNPHPN 
Account Name:  Murdoch University  
Branch:    ANZ Booragoon, Western Australia. 
Swiftcode:  ANZBAUM3M 
BSB:  016-267 
Account:  8370 38588 


 


HILLS3457 Invoice No:   
Hills Pet Nutrition Asia-Pacific Pty Ltd Date:    23 August 2012 
 Amount:    $1,000.00 
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From: Ellaine Hislop
To: Mark Lawrie
Subject: Murdoch - Hill"s Partnership
Date: 18 October 2012 16:57:49


Hi Mark
 
Please see below from Hill’s. 
 
Can you point me in the right direction to have question 1 and 2  answered.
 
Many thanks
 
Ellaine 
 


From:  
Sent: Thursday, 18 October 2012 1:55 PM
To: Ellaine Hislop
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Murdoch - Hill's Partnership
 
Hi Ellaine 


 and I have discussed the Multi-Project Funding Program following the Hill's budget meetings
in September. In preparation for our meeting next week, is it possible for you to find some
information for us? 
1. Hill's Hospital Feeding Program 
It states that the Hill's in-kind contribution represents  of the Hill's product utilised for our
feeding program. 
Can you confirm that is just for your in-hospital patients, 


 
2. Client Recommendations 
a. Can Mark Lawrie determine how many overnight stays the annual client visits results in?
This number is useful to calculate feeding requirements with accuracy. 
b. Hill's diets were recorded as recommended in 1 of referrals, with a list of the diets sold. A
couple of things caught our attention from the list. 


. The other was that there were 
 and we would be interested in exploring the reasons for this. 


 
3. MOVE 
Maybe Kelly is best placed to answer this, but do you know how many of the practitioners who
registered for the MOVE lectures actually attended? Also do you now have attendance numbers for
the September CVE events? 


Many thanks Ellaine, 
Kind regards, 
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From:
To: Ellaine Hislop
Subject: Key rings for graduating class
Date: 27 July 2012 13:26:35
Attachments: Vet Student Key Rings.pdf


Hi Ellaine, 
At some of the other universities, Hill's provides a small gift to the graduating class each year - a
key ring with the university logo on one side and the Hill's logo on the other. I am getting these
organised at the moment, and would appreciate it if you could get permission for me to use the
university logo for this purpose. I have attached a sample of what they look like (no engraving of
student names however). 
Thanks Ellaine.  (Any news from Dean Hampson re proposed inclusions in the Murdoch Hills
contract?). 
best regards, 
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Job No. Student



Date: 22-Nov-11



Attention Kimberley Hatchett
From Hill's Pet Nutrition



Product Vet Student Gift - Key Ring
Details: University logo engraved one side



Individual names on reverse



Quotes
(ex GST)



Logo Use Laser engraved logo and individual names



Set Up Logo and names $150.00



Handling Handling fee $75.00



Quantity 90



Packed Individually boxed



Freight To one central Sydney location $35.00



Lead Time 2 - 3 weeks subject to stock levels



Terms 14 days



COSTs (per quantity)
Cost/Unit



(ex GST)



Key Rings laser engraved 90 $10.85



Quote Approval: Date: 



PRODUCTION & 



FINISHING



QUOTE
(valid for 7 days)











Terms & Conditions



Account Details 



Name: Flourish Consolidated Pty Ltd



Bank:  Westpac, Crows Nest



BSB:    032 298



Acc. No: 278 529



Address:  F27, 16 Mars Rd, Lane Cove West, NSW, 2066



Phone: (02) 9420 2499



(a) Freight and handling charges will be incurred based on 



time, destination, volume and weight unless prior 



arrangements have been made.



(b) Returned goods and credits in respect thereof are only 



accepted if authorised by Flourish and subject to Flourish 



being notified within 5 days of dispatch of goods.  Any short, 



wrongful delivery or error in the delivered goods and any 



claim not so notified within the aforesaid period shall be 



deemed to be absolutely waived.



Customers’ indemnity



(a) The customer hereby fully indemnifies and releases 



Flourish against any loss, damage or expense resulting from 



any infringement of patents, trade marks & design rights.



(b) Any liability on Flourish’s part or on the part of its 



servants or agents for damages for or in respect of any claim 



arising out of or in connection with the breakage of goods is 



hereby absolutely and totally excluded.



Performance



(a)  Flourish will make every effort to meet promised 



completion dates. But Flourish shall not be responsible for 



any late performance whether attributable in whole or in 



part to any industrial dispute, accident, fire, flood, storm or 



tempest, earthquake, breakdown, absence of or delay in 



transportation, embargo, Act of God, or Government 



requirement whatsoever outside the reasonable control of 



Flourish. In any such circumstances, the customer remains 



bound to accept and pay for the goods or services once 



delivered



(b) Every effort is made to match colours against the signed 



off proof. We accept no responsibility where colour match 



may differ due to a manufacturing process.



(c) Flourish will endeavour to use all reasonable effort to 



ensure timely delivery of the ordered goods.



Customers’ Guarantee



I/we guarantee payment of any and all accounts for goods 



and services purchased by the customer or company on this 



invoice (including any legal personal representative of the 



customer or company) or out of pocket expenses associated 



with the collection of any monies outstanding. I/we 



understand this guarantee binds me personally. 



Attached are terms and conditions 



("conditions") of trade and which it is 



intended should, until written notice 



to the contrary is given by Flourish 



Consolidated Pty Ltd (“Flourish”) ABN 



74 128 814 899 trading as Flourish 



Promotional Marketing, governs all 



goods and items ("goods") purchased 



from Flourish. 



The following terms and conditions 



are binding where any order or request 



for the supply of goods ("order”) is 



made to or placed by a customer of 



Flourish.



Introduction



(a) These conditions apply to each 



order.



(b) The term "customer" shall include 



individual, sole trader, or company or 



any of its principals or employees, who 



place orders.



(c) Delivery of goods by Flourish 



requires customer agreement to the 



conditions set out in this document



(d) If these conditions are in conflict 



with any other conditions whether 



accompanying quotation, offer or 



tender, these conditions shall prevail.



Invoice, Title, Credit



(a) Our terms of payment are as per 



the invoice overleaf. All deliveries may 



be suspended or held should these 



terms not be met at any time. Credit 



Cards are accepted but a 3% credit 



card fee is imposed. 



(b) Any costs and expenses incurred by 



Flourish directly, indirectly, 



incidentally or otherwise in the 



collection of overdue accounts will be 



payable by the customer. In the event 



of non payment Flourish reserves the 



right to advise the end user of non 



payment.



(c) All goods created after the receipt 



of an official order remain the property 



of Flourish until full payment is 



received from the customer. At this 



time the goods and any risk associated 



with the ownership of the goods is 



passed to the customer.



Overseas Orders (Indent)



(a) Goods manufactured to customer’s 



specification and supplied to this 



specification cannot be returned for 



credit. Production proofs or pre-



production samples will be supplied 



for sign off and approval before 



production commences.



(b) Indent orders require a 50% 



deposit with order, with the balance 



due on delivery.



(c) Indent orders cannot be cancelled 



Charges & Returns














